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ABSTRACT
Although significant recent advances in condition generative model
have shown remarkable improvements for controlled image gener-
ation, the image generation for multiple complex objects is still a
challenge. To address the challenge, we propose a module of text
description parsed into scene graph, which can generate reasonable
scene layout to ensure the generated image and object realistic. Our
proposed method enhances the interaction between objects and
global semantics by concatenates each object embedding with text
embedding To preserve the local image semantics, the Spatially-
adaptive normalization(SPADE) layer is added into the generator of
our model. We validate our method on Visual Genome and COCO-
Stuff, where qualitative results and ablation study demonstrate the
ability of our model in generating images with multiple objects and
complex relationships.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Reed [1] pointed out text-to-image(text2img) generation has two
tasks to solve: firstly learn a text feature representation to captures
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the important visual details and secondly use these feature to syn-
thesize a compelling image that a human might mistake for real.
However, there is another core challenging that the distribution of
images conditioned on the text description is highly multi-modal,
in the sense that there are many plausible configurations of pixels
that correctly illustrate the description.
In other words, same sentence depicts image usually corresponds to
objects with various poses and diverse appearances. The previous
works of scene graph [2–4] and layout [5–7] can generate more
specific image, but lack of creativity for compute aid design. And
people [8] is more accustomed to employ natural language as form
of input when search the web for images.
In this paper, we aim to generate images with multiple objects and
complex relationships from text description. By extending the back-
bone of [4], we propose a new framework, which is Text Pared Into
Scene Graph Generative Adversarial Network (TS-GAN). The sen-
tence is a linear structure parsed into graph-structured scene graph,
which could better represent inner-objects relationship. Recently,
there are some image-text retrieval works [9–13] using scene graph
to learn the comprehensive unified representations to express multi-
modal data. Concretely, they apply scene graph on evaluating the
similarity of the image-text pairs by dissecting the input image and
text sentence into it. Enlightened by these works, we propose a
Scene Graph Generation From Text (SGGFT) module to take scene
graph as the intermediate feature representation of text description
in our model. To best of our knowledge, it is the first time to propose
the module of text parsed into scene graph in text2img task. The
text encoder employ GRU as encoder network to make each em-
bedding vector preserve global semantics. Each object embedding
generated from semantic layout concatenate text embedding that
the object in the scene usually is related to the environment.
The main contributions of our proposed method are as follows:

• We propose the SGGFTmodule for to generating scene graph
from the text to more in line with the habits of users.

• Each object embedding concatenates text embedding by our
method, which can make object interact with global image
semantics.

• We also develop various extended experiments to demon-
strate the capacity of our model to generate complex and
realistic images.
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2 RELATEDWORK
The image synthesis method based on Generative Adversarial Net-
works GANs [14] gradually improving in ability of generating high
resolution, visual quality and diversity of generated images. In this
work, we address conditional GAN [15], which is an extension of
GAN by providing labels as additional input to the generator and
discriminator for creating images that matching the specific input.
Based on variety of additional input, conditional image generation
can be divided into different subtasks, including text2img, image
generation from scene graph and layout-to-image(layout2img) and
so on.

2.1 Text2img
Reed [1] first introduced generative adversarial model to solve the
task of text2img, but only achieve 64×64 resolution in image gener-
ation. Their follow-up work GAWWN [16] solved the problem how
to synthesis images given text describing what to draw in which
location and got better performance. Zhang [17, 18] extended gen-
erative model as multi-stages model StackGAN and StackGAN++
focus on generating photographic images. AttnGAN [19] leverag-
ing the attention mechanism, each word in an input description had
a different level of information depicting the image content, refines
the images to high-resolution. Based on the multi-stage generative
network, HD-GAN [20] used a hierarchical nesting model to en-
courage more effective use of text and image information without
multi-stage generator and discriminator.

2.2 Scene Graph
Image generation [2–4] from scene graph used scene layout as
an intermediate layer behind text input. They can generate multi-
object and complex relationship images and ensure both image and
object are realistic. The method based on scene graph generated less
diversity images which means the pixel configuration dimension of
images conforming to text semantics is low. Same sentence usually
corresponds to objects with various poses and appearances, so the
same scene also could be depicted in various ways.

2.3 Layout2img
Instead of learning a direct mapping from textual description or
scene graph to an image, layout2imgmethod generates high-quality
and multiple-object images directly. Zhao [5] proposed image gen-
eration for layout, which comprising bounding boxes and object
categories. LostGAN [6] and ObjGAN [7] improved the ability of
generating image from layout. Although layou2img solves the prob-
lems of high-resolution and credibility, the input of natural language
is more in line with the users’ habits of searching and computer-aid
design.

3 METHOD
The overall network architecture of our proposed model TS-GAN
illustrated in Figure 1. Given the text input, our model first rep-
resents the text in two different embedding vectors. Text encoder
represent text description as embedding φt capturing global seman-
tic context feature. Then Fca module takes φt as input to generate
conditioning latent variable c0 that enrich discontinuity in the la-
tent data manifold, which is beneficial for learning the generator.

The another representation of text description is semantic scene
graph S though our proposed SGGFT. Semantic layout embedding
was generated by the graph convolution network [2],M and B are
the network respectively generate object’s mask and corresponding
coordinates for each object. Next, it is spatially concatenate to the
global context vector φt . Generator is the encoder-decoder network
architecture that output the results images based on input vector.
Our generative model ensures that the generated images and ob-
jects are realistic and conform to the text semantics by adversarial
training a pair of discriminators networks Dimд and Dob ject [21].
Each of these components is described in more detail below.

3.1 Text Encoder
Let φt be the text embedding of the given description, we encode
the text description by text encoder consists of a single layer bidi-
rectional recurrent network with Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs).
Where ei is a global sentence vector and e is the matrix of word
embedding, hEi is a hidden vector encoding the current word and
its context. Fcarepresents the Conditioning Augmentation [17] that
converts the hidden vector hEi to the conditioning latent vector c0.
Further, the global context embedding φt conforming to specifica-
tions:

hEi = BiGRU
(
ei ,h

E
i−1,h

E
i+1

)
(1)

φt = z ⊕ Fca
(
hEi

)
) (2)

z is a noise vector sampled from a standard normal distribution and
⊕ is a spatial concatenation.

3.2 Scene Graph Generation from Text
A text description includes many objects and complex relationships.
Hence, the information conveyed by a sentence can often be more
explicitly represented as a scene graph of objects and their rela-
tionships. Firstly, we obtain the whole pre-trained network model
through joint learning on pairs of text-image data, and secondly
introduce the part of the text description parsed into scene graph
into our network, SGGFT. The overall training pipeline of SGGFT
is illustrated in Figure 2.
The scene graph generation from image SGGFI is an off-the-shelf
scene graph generation method [11]. The semantic scene graph
which are built from semantic triplets parsed by dependency parse
trees [13, 22].

3.3 Generator
Our image generation method builds on and improves the method
proposed in [4], as such it shares some of the basic architecture
design principles outlined in Oron Ashual et al [4], A scene graph
is represented asG = {O,E}, whereO = {o1, ...,on } is the node-set
of objects with each oi ∈ C and C is category of the object, and
E ⊆ O × R × O is the directed edge-set of form (oi , ri ,oj ) where
oi ,oj ∈ O and ri ∈ R , R is a set of relationship categories.
Given a scene graphG = {O,E} generated by SGGFT as input, our
model employed graph convolution network [2] outputs a semantic
layout, which aggregates information across all objects and edges
in the graph as coarse 2D layout. The layout embedding size is set
to 64×64.M is the mask regression network generate the object’s
mask mi of shape H×W. The network B predicts corresponding
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Figure 1: The Framework of TS-GAN. The Text Description Respectively through Text Encoder to Capture the Context Seman-
tics and Sggft to Generate Scene Graph that Better Represent Inner-Object Relationship. The Text Embedding φt Concatenate
the Object Embedding from Scene Graph to Generate The Results Image.

Figure 2: The Overall Training Pipeline of SGGFT as Illus-
trated. SGGFI and SGGFTGenerate SceneGraphby Input Im-
age and Text. Two Output Scene Graph Respectively Parsed
into Feature Extractor to Encode. Feeds Them to a Multi-
Layer Perceptron (MLP) to Computes Similarity Score.

bounding box of the object bi = {x0,y0,x1,y1} ∈ [0, 1]4, encodes
the coordinates as a ratio of image scale.
The text embedding φt spatially replicated to form H ×W (e. g, of
size 64×64) as image canvas and concatenate every object embed-
ding vector. Not only generator needn’t interpolation to bridge the
image patch on blank canvas, but also enhance interaction between
object and global semantics.

I = f (φt ⊕ (mi ,bi ) , . . . ,φt ⊕ (mn ,bn )) (3)

The network Generator f is the encoder-decoder architecture. The
dimension of the input vectorH×W×D, which consist of all object
embedding and φt, D is twice the number of object embedding.
Specially, we add Spatially-adaptive normalization layer (SPADE)
[23] in our image decoder, which could preserve local semantic
information in image layout to make the results image realistic and
the object recognizable.

3.4 Discriminator and Loss Function
We trained the generator network f adversarially against a pair of
discriminator Dimд and Dob ject . The discriminator is trained to
classify an input x as real or fake by maximizing the objective [14].

LGAN =
E
x∼pr eal loдD (x) + E

x∼pr eal log(1 − D (x)) (4)

The image discriminator Dimд ensure the whole image appearance
look realistic and is implemented as a fully convolutional network
used in [25]. The loss of Dimд is given as:

LDimд = λ1Lr ec + λ4Lperceptual (5)

The reconstruction loss Lr ec penalizes the L1 difference between
the ground-truth image Î and the generated image I. The perceptual
loss Lperceptual compares the generated image with the ground
truth image using the activation Fu of the VGG network [26] at
layer u in a set of predefined layers U.
The object discriminator Dob ject encourage each object appear
realistic and generate in desired region. The loss of Dob ject is a
compound loss:

LDob j = λ3Lmask + λ4Lbox + λ5L
ob j
AC (6)

Mask loss Lmask penalizing differences between ground-truth and
predicted masks with pixel-wise cross-entropy; not used for models
trained on Visual Genome. Box loss Lbox = bi − b̂1 penalizing the
L1 difference between ground-truth and predicted bounding boxes.
Loss Lob jAC Auxiliary Classifier [21] from Dob ject ensure each gen-
erated object is recognizable as the their corresponding category.
Therefore, the final loss function L is defined as:

L = λ1Lr ec + λ2Lperceptual + λ3Lmask + λ4Lbox + λ5L
ob j
AC (7)

Where, each λi is the hyperparameter that we set λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = 10,
λ4 = 0.1 and λ5 = 1.
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Table 1: Performance on COCO and VG in Inception, Frechet Inception Distance (FID) and Diversity Score

Method Inception ScoreCOCO VG FID ScoreCOCO VG Diversity ScoreCOCO VG

Real Images 16. 3 ± 0. 4 13. 9 ± 0. 5 - - - -
sg2im 7. 3 ± 0. 1 6. 3 ± 0. 2 67. 96 74. 61 0. 02 ± 0. 01 0. 15 ± 0. 12
layout2im 9. 1 ± 0. 1 8. 1 ± 0. 1 38. 14 31. 25 0. 15 ± 0. 06 0. 17 ± 0. 09
Our method 8. 7± 0. 2 8. 7 ± 0. 1 65. 3 48. 7 0. 43 ± 0. 07 0. 37 ± 0. 01

4 EXPERIMENT
We evaluate our model on COCO-Stuff [27] and Visual Genome
[28] datasets. We preprocess and split Visual Genome dataset fol-
lowing the settings of [2, 5]. In total, we have 62,565 training, 5,506
validation and 5,088 testing images. And we divide the COCO-Stuff
2017 val set into our own val and test sets, leaving us with 24972
train, 1024 val, and 2048 test images. Each experiment perform
on the 2017 COCO-Stuff datasets which using images with 3 to 8
objects from 91 categories. We using images contain 3 to 30 objects
from 178 categories on Visual Genome version 1. 4. We compare
our model with two previous state of the art method: sg2im[2] and
layout2im[5] .

4.1 Quantitative Results
Table 1 summarizes comparison results of the Inception [29, 30],
Frechet Inception Distance (FID) [24] and Diversity [31] Score. In-
ception Score is adopted to measure the quality and diversity of
generated images. FID uses 2nd order information of the final layer
of the inception model and calculates the similarity of generated
images to real ones. Diversity Score computes the perceptual simi-
larity between two images in deep feature space. The higher score
of Inception and Diversity Score is better, FID Score is totally re-
verse. For 64×64 images, our proposed model outperforms other
models in terms of FID score. Although, the TS-GAN performed a
little bit worse in IS, in Diversity score our model notably showed
the highest score. It demonstrate our model’s capability to generate
complex and diverse images with multiple objects.

4.2 Qualitative Results
We compare our model with baselines using the same input, the
ground-truth layout. As we can see in Figure 3, it shows examples
of generated images from our mode trained on Visual Genome
datasets, as well as baselines. From these examples, it is clear that
our model can generate complex images with multiple objects. Fig-
ure 3(a) shows two elephants, (b) contains a person, (c) contains
food and (d) contains two buses. These examples also show that our
method generates images which respect the relationships of the
input layout. As we can see in Figure 3(d), layout2im fail to generate
a meaningful image, due to the extreme difficulty of directly map-
ping layout to a real image without detailed instance segmentation.
Given that the same layout may have many different possible real
image, the ability to generate diverse and realistic images is a key
advantage of our model.

Figure 3: Examples of 64 × 64 Generated Images from Com-
plex Layouts on Visual Genome Datasets by Our Proposed
Method and Baselines.

Table 2: Ablation Study of Our Method

Method Inception score Diversity score

w/o φt 6. 9 ± 0. 2 0. 23 ± 0. 02
w/o SPADE 7. 1 ± 0. 2 0. 39 ± 0. 01
w/o SGGFT 6. 7 ± 0. 1 0. 31 ± 0. 05
full model 7. 4 ± 0. 1 0. 37 ± 0. 01

4.3 Ablation Study
Table 2 demonstrates the necessity of our key components by com-
paring scores of several ablated models trained on Visual Genome
datasets. Although removing the SPADE that Diversity Score per-
forms higher, reduce the generated image quality. Not surprisingly,
the concatenation of text embedding and object embedding and
SGGFT are detrimental to the model’s performance. Without SG-
GFT module, it decreases the overall performance of our model. It
is clear that out full model achieves a good balance across all these
metrics.
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5 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop an end-to-end method for generating
diverse images from text description. Compared to the previous
works of generating images from unstructured text, our model
allowsus to generate realistic images and recognizable objects in
the reasonable location. The qualitative results show that our model
improves the generation quality compare to the baseline models.
From the ablation study, the concatenation of text embedding and
each object embedding help the object interact with the whole
image semantic. The drawback of our model’s ability is that can’t
generate enough high resolution images. It will be our future work.
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